Global wave-driven beach evolution; consequences for observation strategies
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ABSTRACT

It is an illusion to think that one can observe monthly beach behaviour with monthly surveys. Current coastal observation strategies restrict understanding of beach evolution, preventing effective risk mitigation. In this article, we quantify the global spatiotemporal scales of coastal wave changes, which are the known dominant driver of beach evolution. Consequences and recommendations for beach observation strategies are proposed and discussed. A global dominant time-scale of 30 days is found driving changes in average spatially correlated just over the synoptic 5 degrees regional scale (≈550 km at the equator). Current observation-practices blind us to more than 80% of unresolved beach-change variability (shorter unresolved dynamics), leading to a large unacceptable knowledge gap. This reveals common surveying-schemes –with e.g. monthly or yearly time-interval– limit our view on the actual beach evolution, and surprisingly, even for seasonal and inter-annual evolution. The global optimal surveying time-interval –maximizing the ratio gain/effort– is found to be semi-annual, representative of the whole regional evolution. This clearly limits the use of traditional surveying strategies and promotes a paradigm shift in observational techniques towards a large-scale use (in space and time) of space-borne Earth Observation to address this challenge.

Do we know how beaches around the world evolve? Beaches are naturally dynamic as they respond to environmental conditions, such as ocean waves and sea-level changes over longer periods1–3 but also the long-term sediment balance or unbalance4. At shorter than inter-annual time-scales, it is well admitted that beach-change is predominantly driven by waves and follows wave-variability with a certain delay (memory decay). It is thus crucial to characterise their spatial and temporal scales of changes. In the mid-latitudes, storm-driven winter-waves imply a strong seasonality5–7. Similarly, in tropical regions seasonal effects are induced by monsoons and typhoons, dictating beach-change variability8. Human interventions in this natural beach behaviour often lead to an unbalanced beach system and accelerate beach erosion9. Anthropogenic pressure near the coast will increase the need for mitigating measures10,11. It is therefore paramount to understand and predict natural coastal changes to carefully mitigate immediate and long-term threats to ecosystems, human society and economic interests12,13.

Observations are key; without, one would never understand beach behaviour let alone predict it14. At a global scale, this requires the right surveying-strategy to improve the ratio gain/effort based on data. Concerning the natural variability of the beach, the timing of the survey determines the state of the beach and punctual picture one observes15. Traditionally –and remaining current practise– beach measurements are either obtained during intensive short-term field campaigns or through long-term punctual beach measurements (monthly / bi-monthly)16–18. This is always on a local scale –few km2–. Such measurements are costly, time-consuming and labour intensive. Also, these surveying schemes are predominantly found in developed mid-latitude countries, delivering a biased view and understanding. At the same time, one would agree that frequently measuring all the worlds’ coastline would require an immense and unrealistic effort. Spaceborne techniques, covering large areas on a global scale, are perhaps the only feasible solutions to assess global-scale beach changes14. Nonetheless, also the
application of these emerging techniques at the global scale is costly – in every facet; in time, computational effort and storage. Hence, optimisation in terms of surveying frequency to capture the dominant beach behaviour is therefore essential. This holds for both, traditional echo-sounding and space-borne surveys. These challenges are addressed here through three surfacing questions: 1) What are the global scales of changes of beaches under wave forcing?, 2) What are we currently measuring (and missing) with current surveying schemes? and 3) What would be an optimal surveying strategy?

**Results**

Under the first order assumption that beach evolution is predominantly subject to incident wave conditions\(^5,^{19–21}\), we can use existing wave-data databases to determine beach evolution time-scales and its associated uncertainty\(^16\) (see Methods for details). The uncertainty of measurable beach evolution time-scales increases rapidly as the time in between surveys increases (Figure S1). A stabilised and distinctive beach evolution time-scale classification is found around a constant global value of 80% uncertainty. Considering this threshold, a potential global beach change time-scale map is obtained as presented in Figure 1 with a global mean and median time-scale of respectively 48 days and 2 weeks. Local details can be found in the supplementary material: Figure S2.

The global representation in Figure 1a evidently shows clustering patterns. At mid to high latitudes –45 to 60° – time-scales linked to Westerly storm tracks are found. In the Southern Ocean continuous Westerly storm tracks\(^22\) result in short – weekly–time-scales only e.g. at the coasts of Patagonia, South Africa, Southern-Australia and New Zealand. While in the North

---

**Figure 1.** Global beach evolution time-scales and two zooms on b) zoomed part of Europe and Northern Africa and c) a part of Western Africa. The logarithmic colormap covers beach evolution time-scales from a few days until seasonal. Longer beach evolution time-scales seem never to dominate. The insert in a) represents a distribution of the global time-scales. The red vertical line in the insert indicates the median global value for beach evolution time-scales.
Atlantic and North Pacific oceans Westerly storm-tracks result in storm-season dominated west coasts (Western-Europe and West-coast of Northern America) and short (about bi-weekly) beach evolution time-scales at the east-coasts of North America, Russia and Japan. The inter-tropical band has strong seasonality and dominate longer time-scales in the order of bi-monthly to seasonal are found. This can be linked to the dominance of monsoon seasons and related winds and waves as well as remote swell arriving from higher latitudes. Closed or protected seas/gulfs such as the Mediterranean sea, the Black sea, the Persian Gulf, Sea of Japan or the Gulf of Mexico experience predominantly exposure to locally generated wind sea waves, hence the short beach evolution time-scales.

In Figure 1b,c we illustrate the clustering by zooming in on mid-latitude storm-dominated European coasts (b) and equatorial to tropical West-Africa (c). Figure 1b shows a coherent beach change time-scale behaviour around Europe’s shores. At the Atlantic coast, exposed to ocean swells, a seasonal signal is found in the incident wave energy flux. This seasonal fluctuation in the wave energy flux holds that uncertainty remains low over significantly longer time-scales, hence the monthly to bi-monthly morphological time-scales. In the Mediterranean sea, which is sheltered from these ocean swells, locally generated wind-sea waves dominate. Short crested low period waves (which are punctual and show little long-term fluctuations) are typically found in these regions. Accordingly, the measurable certainty deteriorates relatively rapidly resulting in dominant short beach change time-scales.

For West-Africa (Figure 1c), an apparent North to South shorter-longer shorter shift in time-scales can be found ~20 to 10° N, 10° N to 0° and 0° to 20° S-. Between 20° and 10° N short beach evolution time-scales can be assigned to the combination of Northerly and Southerly swell. The combination of the two swell results in limited seasonality leading to a rapid decline in observable variability as survey-interval decreases. Whereas in the Gulf of Guinea, the Northerly swell does not penetrate to the coast leaving this part open to the Southerly longer fluctuations in wave energy flux. From the equator South (latitudes 0-20S), trade winds play a major role. As a consequence, shorter beach evolution time-scales are found.

Above results show that wave-forcing has a certain temporal scale. Also, they have spatial scales; which are mostly overlooked in coastal studies. For example, a storm hitting Western Europe will drives changes at a regional level (i.e. the synoptic scale of the storm and subsequent waves), with different local beach changes, but regionally linked. Climate modes drive change in coastal waves at an even greater scale. It is key to determine these scales to design appropriate surveying strategies and sampling distances along the coast: kilometres, tens of kilometres, hundreds of kilometres? For instance, there is little added value –perhaps even a waste of energy and resources– to survey 2 closely situated beaches if their beach change is
well correlated. If the dominant timescale is picked (Figure 2, this dominant spatial scale is 4.8 degrees —representing 540 km at the equator—, and shows a great contrast worldwide. Largest values are encountered in the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal around India and smallest in on the boundary between the Northern and Southern Atlantic (North Brasil and Part of West-Africa). Small basins and closed sea such as the Mediterranean region can be considered as single clusters as well as islands.

Discussion

Uncertainty of conventional surveying schemes

Several long-term ongoing surveying schemes typically carry out beach surveys on near-continuous (video camera), monthly, bi-monthly or yearly basis. The surveying frequency seems to depend on the purpose of the survey: science applications often show a higher surveying frequency then policy-based (district or national) surveys. A question raised how much of the natural beach change can be captured for each of these surveying frequencies? Figure 3 shows the global uncertainty distribution of monthly surveys.
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Figure 3. Global statistical measurement-uncertainty distribution associated to beach surveys with a monthly interval. It is evident that monthly beach measurements have high associated uncertainty. The insert highlights this uncertainty: 98.4% of monthly beach measurements has more than 50% uncertainty. The vertical red-line represents the median uncertainty of 86.8%.

Considering Figure 3 it is evident that we find high uncertainty linked to monthly surveying campaigns. A vast majority (98.4%) of the globally distributed analysis-points have an uncertainty of 50% or higher with a median of 86.9%. Regional patterns in uncertainty can be found in Figure 3 linked beach change time-scales (Figure 1). Typically larger uncertainties are found at regions with shorter —unresolved— beach change time-scales, and vice versa. Similar patterns can be found in case of weekly and bi-monthly surveying schemes, presented in the supplementary figures section in Figure S3. Even the highly expensive weekly surveying schemes often exceed the 50% uncertainty threshold. Evidently in Figure S3, as the surveying time-interval increases, the median uncertainty increases. In the case of yearly surveys, this means that over the 24-years signal we find near 100% global uncertainty (see Method section for more details). Hence, such high uncertainty holds that with yearly survey schemes, the inter-annual beach evolution time-scales cannot be resolved —the observed beach evolution is not significant—; e.g. a yearly measurement might be taken just before or after an erosional event such as storms.

Optimal surveying strategies

Monthly field-measurements capture only a fraction of the total beach-change with high uncertainty, and short time-scale beach evolution is largely missed. Between monthly and bi-monthly surveys the uncertainty does not further increases at most locations around the world. In other words, it does not matter if you survey bi-monthly or monthly; your observation carries a
similar measurement-uncertainty. Hence, it is more efficient/optimal to have lower surveying frequency while maintaining a similar certainty while permitting other beaches to be surveyed. Following this philosophy, an optimum surveying frequency can be found at which we maintain the certainty of the measurement with the lowest surveying frequency, as shown in Figure 4.
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**Figure 4.** Global distribution of optimal surveying frequency depending on the limited gain/loss of uncertainty. The insert shows the global distribution and the red vertical line represents the median value (138 days).

After an initial rapid increase, the uncertainty remains near-constant before reaching 100% uncertainty. The optimal surveying frequency lies at the point that the uncertainty starts to increase again to 100%, indicated by the dashed green line in Figure S1. Optimal surveying frequencies are calculated through a 3-phase process, 1) the inflection point at which the uncertainty stagnates, 2) the corresponding uncertainty (these two steps can be found in Figure S5) and 3) optimal surveying frequency is then the frequency at which the uncertainty starts to increase again, exceeding a 5% uncertainty increase.

Global optimal surveying frequencies, as in Figure 4, range between monthly and yearly, with a median of 138 and a mean of 151 days (for convenience just under half a year). At places where short beach-change time-scales dominate, a low optimum surveying frequency (large time-interval) can be found. This can be explained by the fact that much of the certainty in the signal is lost at short time-intervals before the inflection point time-scales found in Figure S5a. Following the earlier proposed philosophy: we are unable to resolve the signal anyway, so, little purpose to measure those beaches often (i.e. low gain over effort ratio). The opposite is true for beaches with longer time-scales; the more seasonal beach change time-scale dominated beaches.

**A more complex beach response**

This analysis on a global scale compels assumptions such as a direct link between beach change response and offshore waves while smaller-scale –local– coastal dynamics are generally more complex. The link between met-ocean forcing and beach response is insufficiently understood and deserves further research effort, in particular at large scales. Sea level, including astronomical and atmospherical (surge) tide conditions play a role. For example, storm impact depends on when a storm hits the coast, during low –less impact– or high-tide –more impact–. Tides also have a more general damping effect in terms of the residence time of wave action. For example, in the Mediterranean sea (micro-tidal) the wave action is concentrated while the large tidal ranges of macro tidal environments –such as England’ North-Cornish coast– experience greater spreading of the wave action. Earlier studies also pointed out a certain lag, a beach response time, between wave conditions and beach change. Hence, making beach response less prone to direct incident wave energy flux. Unfortunately, a single, constant, global beach response time value does not seem to exist: site-specific beach response time values are found, ranging from days, weeks to years (effectively the mean).

Our results of uncertainty are therefore perhaps too pessimistic, and thus we expect to gain certainty taking into account...
memory decay (Figure 5). Considering a beach memory of 10 days (earlier observed by\textsuperscript{36,38,39} –as in Figure 5a–), we indeed find that we generally gain certainty by including a memory decay factor. In case of monthly surveys, the average global certainty gain is around 22.2\% and the distribution plot in Figure 5a reveals that the gain is quite narrowly distributed (standard deviation = 5\%). Interestingly, the largest certainty gains are found at storm wave-dominated mid-latitudes\textsuperscript{40} in the Northern Hemisphere (30-60°N). In case of longer –seasonal– beach evolution time-scales (as found in the Arabian Sea- Figure 1a), the gain is limited. Noteworthy, the optimal surveying frequency seems unaffected for these beach memory values. As mentioned briefly, a constant beach memory factor is perhaps inconsistent with reality.

The lack of in-situ measurements and/or remotely sensed shoreline data to define global distributions of beach response times highlights the importance to intensify observation\textsuperscript{33}, for example, the use of spaceborne coastal observation\textsuperscript{14}, which is particularly feasible for mid to high latitudes\textsuperscript{41}. Recently, a combined availability of optical satellite data and computational power on cloud platforms\textsuperscript{42} enabled a global assessment of coastline change\textsuperscript{43}. With back-dateable, easy-access shoreline-tracking\textsuperscript{44}, emerging spatial topography\textsuperscript{45}, increasingly more accurate bathymetry estimation techniques e.g.\textsuperscript{42,46–48}, on-demand very high-resolution satellites every day everywhere in the world (e.g. Pleiades or Worldview), a Sentinel-2 revisit time at the coast of at maximum 5 days –but often less\textsuperscript{41} – and in combination with Landsat and dozens of optical cube-satellites, the future is bright.
Methods

We use the ERAInterm global re-analysis\textsuperscript{49} to determine wave changes. From the ERAInterm database, 6-hourly wave heights and energy period are extracted along the world’ coastlines (equally spaced over 14140 points) covering a 24-year period from January 1993 to January 2017. From these parameters the incident energy flux is computed as shown in Equation 1 so that for each of the 14140 points we thus have a 24-year time-series of incident wave energy flux ($E_f$).

\begin{equation}
E_f = \frac{g^2}{64 \pi} H_s^2 T_e
\end{equation}

In which $\rho$ refers to the water density (a global value of 1025 kg/m$^3$ is used), $g$ represents gravitational acceleration (for which a global value of 9.8 is used), $H_s$ is the significant wave height and $T_e$ is the corresponding wave energy period. The observational time-interval ($\Delta t_{\text{obs}}$) determines to a great extent what time-scales one can resolve for. Here we analyse the effect of increasingly sparser sampling in terms of uncertainty. If we capture the signal at our maximum temporal resolution (6 hours), full potential beach evolution is observed resulting in 0% uncertainty. Subsequently, the sampling frequency is decreased and the captured uncertainty increases. Instead of taking an absolute $\Delta t$ diminishing the number of data points, we decrease the sampling frequency by enlarging the running average window, $\Delta t$ in Equation 2.

\begin{equation}
\text{Uncertainty} = \frac{\sigma (E_f - \frac{1}{\Delta t_{\text{obs}}} \sum_{i=-\Delta t_{\text{obs}}/2}^{\Delta t_{\text{obs}}/2} E_f)}{\sigma (E_f)}
\end{equation}

in which $\sigma$ is the standard deviation, $\Delta t_{\text{obs}}$ time interval between observations and $E_f$ is the incident energy flux. Depending on the wave climate and its temporal variations, the uncertainty increases either rapidly or remains low for longer time intervals. For example, wave environments with relatively little seasonality gain uncertainty rapidly while for wave climates with a greater seasonality the uncertainty remains low for longer time-scales. What we will see below is that the uncertainty often increases significantly between data’ sampling rate (every 6 hours) to week time-interval: on average 60-80%, as illustrated in Figure S1. The spatial correlation was computed at different timescales, using pass-band filter over wave time-series. A threshold of half peak was applied to determine the representative distance of correlation.
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Supplementary material

Beach response time –memory decay– formulation

The principle behind the beach response time –also known as beach memory– is that beaches require time to shift from and to equilibrium corresponding to incident wave conditions. Following beach memory decay formulation of $^{51}$, a beach memory filtered wave energy flux signal can be described following equation 3.

$$E_{fm}(t) = \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{\phi} E_f 10^{-j\Delta t/\phi}}{\sum_{j=0}^{\phi} 10^{-j\Delta t/\phi}}$$ (3)

In which $\phi$ represents the number of days, incident wave energy flux is denoted as $E_f$ and $\Delta t$ is the time-interval of the input data – in terms of the number of samples a day.

Supporting figures

Figure S1. Worldwide average uncertainty distribution per survey interval including the standard deviation (dashed blue lines) and envelope (dotted light grey lines). The green dashed line represents the optimal surveying frequency.
Figure S2. Example time-series spread around the world to highlight the dominant beach evolution time-scales. For example, Patagonia (top-right), continuous storms from the southern ocean makes the dominant beach evolution time-scale short. While Benin (bottom-left) is predominantly exposed to low-frequency fluctuations from distantly generated swells that occasionally propagated through the South Atlantic Ocean.
Figure S3. Statistical measurement uncertainty related to a) weekly, b) bi-monthly and c) yearly surveying intervals. As the surveying interval increases, the uncertainty of the measurement increases. For month surveys, measurement uncertainty is lowest for beach in the low-latitudes and relatively high for sheltered seas. Yearly measurements carry great uncertainty that can be explained by, for example, a measurement just before or after a storm and the yearly change/trend can be significantly different.
Figure S4. Global spheres of influence related to spatially-correlated wave time-series in case of a) weekly, b) monthly and c) yearly surveying campaigns. This spatial scale increases with the temporal scale considered. From an average of 4.6 degrees (520 km at the equator) for the event scale, the spatial scales up to 5.7 degrees (630 km at the equator) for the annual scale which has broader dynamics.
Figure S5. Global representation of a) step 1: a beach change time-scales related to the uncertainty inflection point—stabilizing loss of measurement-certainty and b) a global distribution of the associated uncertainty.